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Irish Church Act 1869
1869 CHAPTER 42

Regium Donum and College of Maynooth

38 Compensation to nonconforming ministers.

When the annual parliamentary grant for the expenses of the nonconforming, seceding,
and Protestant dissenting ministers in Ireland, commonly called the Regium Donum,
and in this Act referred to by that name, is discontinued, the Commissioners shall as
soon as may be after such discontinuance ascertain and declare by order the amount
of the yearly sum theretofore received thereout by each minister of any Protestant
nonconforming congregation in Ireland, or which he would have been entitled to
receive if such grant had not been discontinued, and shall pay to each such minister,
so long as he lives and is continued in the ministry, by and with the consent of the
governing body of the church or religious community to which he may belong, an
annuity equal to the yearly amount so ascertained as aforesaid.

The Commissioners shall also on such discontinuance as aforesaid ascertain and
declare by order the amount of any yearly sum to which any assistant successor to a
minister in such congregation may be prospectively entitled, and shall secure to such
successor a deferred life annuity of the same value and payable in the same events as
the yearly sum for which it is substituted. The Commissioners shall also ascertain and
declare by order what Protestant nonconforming congregations were on the first day of
March one thousand eight hundred and sixty-nine fulfilling the conditions necessary
for eventually obtaining out of the Regium Donum the payment of yearly sums for
their respective ministers, and what would have been in each case the amount of such
yearly payment, and the time at which the same would have begun to be payable, and
shall as from that time pay to the minister of each such congregation a life annuity,
subject to the same conditions as aforesaid, equal to the amount of the yearly payment
which he would have become entitled to receive on the fulfilment of the necessary
conditions if the 'grant of the Regium Donum had not been discontinued : Provided
always, that no minister placed in a congregation, or becoming assistant successor,
for the first time after the passing of this Act shall be entitled to any annual sum by
way of compensation.


